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Welcome from the ISA President

T.V. Paul

James McGill Professor of International Relations at McGill University

It is with tremendous pleasure and pride that I welcome you to the 58th Annual Convention of the International Studies Association (ISA) in Baltimore. We achieved several milestones this year. Our total membership has increased to almost 7000, spreading around 113 countries making ISA the largest world association in our field. We received an extraordinary number of submissions (over 5300 proposals, comprised of more than 8000 individuals), showing the increasing interest globally in ISA conventions.

The convention theme: “Understanding Change in World Politics,” deals with different manifestations, actors, markers, sources, and implications of change in the international sphere. The papers, panels, roundtables all show the diversity and intellectual depth of the IR field globally, and reflect our efforts to increase participation by female scholars and attendees from the Global South. The 234 presidential and general theme panels all represent the rich ideas out there on change and the growing interest in this subject area. Some 3370 proposals were selected forcing us to reject many panels and papers. J. Andrew Grant as Program Chair performed an excellent job in building the program and making the tough selection process. In this the ISA HQ ably helped him. The program chairs of sections and caucuses also did a great job in completing this task.

The past year has been full of challenges and opportunities to build an inclusive ISA. The Governing Council (GC) in Atlanta approved the setting up of a presidential task force on the Global South in order to examine what we can do to improve participation of scholars from these regions, which is very low in all areas- conferences, journal submission and acceptance rates, and membership in governing bodies. The task force will begin its work immediately after ISA Baltimore and is expected to submit its report in the Fall for consideration by the Governing Council at the 2018 San Francisco meeting. In addition, the GC also approved the setting up of regional thematic sections, which are expected to help increase participation of scholars in ISA from underrepresented regions. The first such section on South Asia has started working and it shows the value of regional sections for ISA.

The year was one of challenges, especially for academic freedom of scholars in some countries. We produced three direct statements on the violations of academic freedom in Turkey while co-sponsoring a joint statement. We also publicly condemned the arrest and detention of Canadian-Iranian scholar Homa Hoodfar.

The Baltimore convention is the second that the new headquarters at the University of Connecticut helped organize. I thank the able work of Mark Boyer, Melissa Ballard, Kristy Belton, Kerry Crawford, Liz Fausett-Fuhrman, Jennifer Fontanella, Giuliana Franchetti, Andrea Gerlak, Donalyn Maneggia, Kristin Marley, Adelina Mkami, Will Percival, Lembe Tiky, Alexandra Walker, and Jeanne White. We thank in particular Andrea Gerlak who moved to an academic position after several years of able service to ISA, especially as a key organizer of annual conventions. ISA is also what it is due to the dedicated work of its sections, regions, caucuses, journal editors, and countless volunteers as committee members, reviewers, and conference organizers.

I was honored to make keynote addresses at the conferences organized by the ISA-Asia-Pacific Region (Hong Kong, June 2016); and in the Fall, ISA-West (Pasadena); ISA-South (Shepherdstown); ISA-Midwest (St. Louis); and ISAC-ISSS (at Notre Dame University). I found these smaller conferences extremely valuable venues for our younger scholars in particular.

In closing I hope my successors will continue and build up ISA’s global footprint more effectively, by attracting and collaborating with scholars from all over the world, especially the Global South countries. In a rapidly changing world, our discipline has much to offer and we need to move away from the parochialism and Western-centrism that unfortunately afflict our discipline. A truly global IR discipline will help global order and peace, which is in the interest of all, West and East, North and South.
Dear Friends,

Sara, Raynold, and I would like to welcome you to Baltimore and the 58th Annual Convention of the International Studies Association. It has been a great honor to work with you and craft the 2017 Convention Program, which features more than 5,600 individual participants and approximately 1,300 panels.

The 2017 Convention Theme, “Understanding Change in World Politics” sought to attract a diversity of theoretical approaches, methodologies, and ideas as well as panels that reflect the diversity of ISA’s scholars. These goals underpin the 58 Presidential Panels and are evident throughout the Program.

We are extremely thankful for the vision and advice provided by T.V. Paul, ISA President. He went well beyond the call of duty and invested countless hours of work into all facets of the Program including the Sapphire Series panels.

Putting together a scholarly Program of this magnitude requires a great deal of time and patience. To that end, we are grateful to those ISA members who were on the nearly 2,000-person initial wait-list for their patience and understanding while waiting for vacancies on the Program.

We would also like to thank the Section Program Chairs for incorporating diversity considerations as part of their tireless efforts to construct panels and fill vacancies owing to withdrawals from the Program. Since much of their work occurs behind the scenes, we encourage you to thank them personally: Mary Jane C. Parmentier (ALIAS), Andrei V. Korobkov (CISS), Robert Frederic Trager (DPLST), Marcus Holmes (DPLST), Jérémie Cornut (DPLST), Cornelia B. Navari (ENGSS), Daniel Naujoks (ENMISA), Ozgur Ozdamar (ENMISA), Fariborz Zelli (ESS), Brian Lai (FPA), Laura J. Shepherd (FTGS), Matt Davies (GDS), Owain D. Williams (GHS), Benjamin De Carvalho (HIST), Clair Apodaca (HRS), Courtney Hillebrecht (HRS), Julian J. Richards (ISS), Damien T. Van Puyvelde (ISS), Stephen Marrin (ISS), Amelia H. Arsenault (ICOMM), Laura Brunell (IEDUC), Amy E. Eckert (IETHICS), Jennifer Davis (ILAW), Robert Kissack (IO), Kathryn C. Lavelle (IPE), David M. McCourt (IPS), Charles Eugene Gholz (ISSS), Jason Enia (JSS), Andrea Gerlak (JSS), Natalie Hudson (JSS), Lembe Tiky (JSS), Esra Cuhadar (PEACE), Alpaslan Ozerdem (PEACE), Jennifer Sciubba (PDG), Mikhail A. Molchanov (POSTCOMM), Lawrence Rubin (REL), Surupa Gupta (SAWP), Rani D. Mullen (SAWP), Carla Martinez Machain (SSIP), Madeline M. Carr (STAIR), David Hornsby (STAIR), Alexander D. Barder (THEORY), Annick T. R. Wibben (WCIS), Cai Wilkinson (LGBTQA), Imad Mansour (GSCIS), Nanette Archer Svenson (GSCIS), and Amanda Murdie (OMC).

We would like to offer a special thank you to the members of ISA ‘HQ’ for their invaluable support over the past year. Mark Boyer, ISA’s Executive Director, provided wise and insightful counsel. Melissa Ballard, Kristy Belton, Liz Faussett-Fuhrman, Jennifer Fontanella, Giuliana Franchetti, Andrea Gerlak, Donalyn Maneggia, Kristin Marley, Adelina Mkami, Will Percival, Lembe Tiky, Alex Walker, and Jeanne White provided prompt and patient assistance on a daily basis.

We would like to acknowledge the generous support of the Department of Political Studies at Queen’s University, which enhanced our ability to craft the Program. Our Heads of Department, David Haglund and zsuzsa Csengő, were instrumental in securing this vital support.

In closing, we would like to thank our partners, families, co-authors, collaborators, and colleagues for allowing us to take time away to work on the Program. Like the Martello Tower in the above photo, they fortified us with the necessary strength to carry out our tasks.

Sincerely,

Sara Greco, Raynold Wonder Alorse, and Dr. J. Andrew Grant
Program Highlights: Panels & Data

Going to these meetings, events and receptions is a great way to meet people at ISA in smaller, more intimate settings. Check out the listing of meetings (pages 28-40) to start networking with people who share your substantive research areas or geographic proximity.

**ISA Committee Panels & Events**

Check out these panels sponsored by ISA committees and special programming:

**WB39:** Academic Freedom, Terrorism, and Counter-Terrorism

**WC39:** Making an Impact: How to Create and Communicate Policy-Relevant Research

**TA01:** Critical Methods Café

**TC39:** International Relations Confronts a Diverse World and Stormy Past

**TD39:** Getting the Global South into the Mainstream: Brainstorming on the promotion of developing country content in academic publications

**FB39:** Ask the Editors: A Round-Table on Book Publishing for First-Time Authors

**FC39:** Crossing the Boundaries of Academia: Working in or with the Policy Community

**SA39:** Constructive Peer Review

**SC39:** Academic Freedom and Professional Organizations

**A Few Events of Interest**

**ISA Business Meeting & Awards Ceremony**

Thursday, February 23, 12:30pm – 1:30pm

Holiday 1, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore

**ISA Presidential Address & Reception**

Thursday, February 23, 6:15pm – 7:00pm

Holiday 6, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore

Reception to follow at 7:00pm – 8:00pm, Holiday 5

**Early Career Scholar Reception**

Thursday, February 23, 8:15pm – 10:00pm

Holiday 3, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore

**ISA-Global South Caucus Dialogue (WB29)**

Wednesday, February 22, 10:30am – 12:15pm

Paca, Hilton Baltimore

**Early Career Scholar Townhall (WD38)**

Wednesday, February 22, 4:00pm – 5:35pm

Stadium 1, Marriott Inner Harbor

**Challenging Oppression - Panel Series (WA-B30, TA-D30, FB-C30, SA-B30)**

This is a special panel series on professional culture and oppression - the ten panels will take place over four days

Ruth, Hilton Baltimore

* committee panels, working groups, JSS, research workshop grants, Sapphire Series, Challenging Oppression, etc.
CONVENTION REGISTRATION & CHECK-IN

At Check-in/Registration, attendees pick up their programs and name badges. All convention attendees MUST wear name badges at all times while attending the Convention.

Registration and Check-in is located in the Hilton Baltimore (401 West Pratt Street), Second Floor. Registration hours are:

- Tuesday, February 21: 11:00am – 6:00pm
- Wednesday, February 22 – Friday, February 24: 7:30am – 6:00pm
- Saturday, February 25: 8:00am – 4:00pm

CONVENTION SCHEDULE

Panel Schedule
Panels begin Wednesday, February 22, at 8:15am and end on Saturday, February 25, at 5:45pm. All panels will take place at the Hilton Baltimore (401 West Pratt Street), the Marriot Baltimore (110 S Eutaw Street), and the Baltimore Convention Center (1 West Pratt Street) - see maps located in the back of the program. Panel times are as follows:

- Panel Session A: 8:15am – 10:00am
- Panel Session B: 10:30am – 12:15pm
- Panel Session C: 1:45pm – 3:30pm
- Panel Session D: 4:00pm – 5:45pm

Business Meetings & Receptions
Business meetings and receptions are scheduled Wednesday, February 22, through Saturday, February 25, and will take place at the Hilton Baltimore. A detailed listing is located on pages 28-40.

Online Program Access
You can access the full program, including a PDF of your personal schedule, at any time on www.isanet.org. The online program also provides access to uploaded papers and details of panels and events.

Please note: that the panel schedule reflects changes up to December 7, 2016; refer to the online program for the most up-to-date information.

Exhibit Hall
The Exhibit Hall showcases over 80 publishers, government agencies, non-profit organizations, and universities who come to the ISA Annual Convention. All convention attendees MUST wear name badges to enter the Exhibit Hall. The Exhibit Hall is located in the Key Ballroom, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore and hours are as follows:

- Wednesday, February 22: 1:00pm – 6:00pm
- Thursday, February 23 – Friday, February 24: 9:00am – 6:00pm
- Saturday, February 25: 9:00am – 12:00noon

ISA Membership Services
ISA staff are available at the convention to assist attendees with membership services including renewals, profile updates, and account questions. Please see the “On-Site Registration” desk for assistance.
Panel & Presentation Technology

In panel rooms and parlor suites, ISA will provide the following:

- LCD Projector
- Laptop Computer (Windows-based)
- Adobe PDF Reader and Microsoft Office software including PowerPoint

Do not disconnect the laptop computer. Presenters are expected to bring presentations on a flashdrive/USB that can be inserted into a Windows-based computer.

Presenters needing technical support in a meeting room or parlor suite: Dial the hotel operator from the meeting room house phone in either hotel and ask for audio visual assistance. Technicians from the hotel’s AV company will respond within minutes. Technicians are also in the meeting rooms and hallways between sessions. Note: ISA does not provide audio, internet, or overhead projectors in the meeting rooms except in designated media rooms.

Internet Options

Internet is NOT available in the meeting room spaces without prior arrangements between the hotel and individual panelists. To purchase guestroom internet, follow the instructions posted in your room. Each hotel has a few free internet stations available for guest use in the respective lobbies. Additionally, workstations for rent are available at the business centers at most of the hotels.

Cyber Café

The Cyber Café offers attendees the opportunity to briefly check their email and access the internet. This can be found in the Exhibit Hall, located in the Key Ballroom, Second Floor (available only during Exhibit hours).

Travel Grant Disbursement

Travel Grant awards will be distributed within 30 days after the convention is over, via the method you chose when you accepted your award using our online form. While onsite, recipients need to check-in with the travel grant desk to verify receipts if needed, and provide a valid form of I.D. to receive funds. Again, funds will not be distributed on site, but within 30 days after the convention. Please check-in at the ISA On-Site Registration area in the Hilton Baltimore during the times listed below. Failure to check-in during the times listed below will result in forfeiture of travel grant funds.

Travel Grant Check-In times:

Wednesday February 22 – Friday, February 24: 8:00am – 5:00pm

Kiddie Corp - Childcare Information

ISA offers daily childcare services provided by Kiddie Corp for ISA members with pre-registered children only. Walk-ins accepted on a space-available basis. Please check availability at the Kiddie Corp Desk.

- Hilton Baltimore, Johnson A & B, First Floor
- Wednesday, February 22 – Saturday, February 25
- 7:45am – 6:15pm daily
Brett Ashley Leeds

Professor of Political Science at Rice University

Brett Ashley Leeds’s research focuses on the design and effects of international agreements. Most of her work has concentrated on the area of security cooperation, and particularly military alliances. Her work has been published in numerous journals including *American Journal of Political Science*, *Journal of Politics*, *International Organization*, and *International Studies Quarterly*. Leeds has also collaborated to produce two datasets—the Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions (ATOP) dataset, and the Change in Source of Leader Support (CHISOLS) dataset. Both of these projects were supported by grants from the National Science Foundation of the United States. Leeds served as Vice President of ISA (2010-2011), section chair (SSIP, 2007-09), and on the following ISA committees: Diversity (chair), Long Range Planning (chair), Publications, and Karl Deutsch Award. She was associate editor of *International Studies Quarterly* (2005-08) and *American Journal of Political Science* (2010-2013). She has also served on the council of both the American Political Science Association and the Peace Science Society. For more information, please visit http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~leeds.

**Selected Publications**

- Fang, Songying, Jesse C. Johnson, and Brett Ashley Leeds. 2014. To Concede or To Resist? The Restraining Effect of Military Alliances. *International Organization* 68 (4): 775-809

**Selected Honors**

Leeds was the 2014 recipient of ISA’s Susan Northcutt Award, which recognizes a person who actively works towards recruiting and advancing women and other minorities in the profession, and the 2008 recipient of ISA’s Karl Deutsch Award, which recognizes a scholar under age 40 who is judged to have made, through a body of publications, the most significant contribution to the study of International Relations and Peace Research. She has been honored by Rice University with the 2007 Charles Duncan Award, which recognizes a faculty member for outstanding performance in both scholarship and teaching, and the 2006 Rice Graduate Student Association Faculty Teaching and Mentoring Award.

**ISA Presidential Address**

*Scraps of Paper*: Treaties in International Politics

Thursday, February 23, 2017 at 6:15-7:00pm in Holiday 6, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore

**ISA Presidential Reception**

Thursday, February 23, 2017 at 7:00-8:00pm in Holiday 5, Second Floor, Hilton Baltimore
Thank you to Our Sponsors

**Premier Platinum**

- Routledge

**Platinum**

- George Town University Press
- Oxford University Press
- Rice University Press

**Gold**

- Sage Publications
- The MIT Press

**Silver**

- Frederick S. Pardee School of International Studies, University of Denver
- Peace Research Institute of Oslo (PRIO)

**Bronze**

- Academic Council on the United Nations (ACUNS)
- Asian Security Journal, a Taylor & Francis Publication
- Cambridge University Press
- Center for Intl Security and Cooperation, Stanford University
- Center for Public Diplomacy, University of Southern California
- Center for Turkish Studies at Portland State University
- Centre for Religion, Conflict and the Public Domain, University of Groningen
- Centre for Trust, Peace, and Social Relations, Coventry University
- Conflict Resolution Institute’s Center for Research and Practice, University of Denver
- Dept of Govt & Politics and Center for Intl Development & Conflict Management, Univ of Maryland
- Department of Political Science, Iowa State University
- Department of War Studies, King’s College London
- Earth System Governance Project
- Eurasian International Studies Association
- Frederick S. Pardee School of Global Studies, Boston University
- Georgetown University’s Berkley Center for the Religion, Peace and World Affairs
- Howard Baker Center for Public Policy, University of Tennessee
- International Affairs, Chatham House
- International Security Program, Belfer Center, Harvard Kennedy School
- International Spy Museum
- Journal of Peace Research
- Monash Gender Peace and Security
- Norwegian Institute of Affairs
- Palgrave MacMillan
- Philip A. Schrodt
- Polity
- Praeger, imprint of ABC-CLIO
- Provalis Research
- Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group
- School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University
- School of Intl Relations, St. Andrews University
- School of Politics and Global Studies at Arizona State University
- Strategic Studies Quarterly, Air University Foundation
- Swisspeace
- The Department of Government and International Relations, University of Sydney
- The Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society
- Transcript Verlag
- United States Institute of Peace
- University of Dayton Human Rights Studies Program
- University of Memphis, Department of Political Science
- University of Missouri, Political Science Department
- War and Peace Studies at the Center for International Studies, Ohio University
- University of North Texas

**Kiddie Corp Childcare Services**

Thanks go to Lynne Rienner Publishers for sponsoring the Kiddie Corp child care program at the convention.
Your membership with ISA helps to support the activities of the organization and the advancement of scholarly work in areas of international studies. ISA also offers a range of services and opportunities for members, including online access to journals and resources, professional networking at our events, and a variety of grants and UN opportunities.

**Encyclopedia of International Studies**

The Encyclopedia of International Studies, part of the ISA Compendium Project, is designed as a fundamental resource for International Studies. It comprises peer reviewed essays that assess the intellectual history of scholarship on topics of International Studies. Rigorous, comprehensive, and neutral in tone, the essays detail fruitful lines of research up to the current “state of the art,” and describe prior dead-ends. The Encyclopedia continues to grow with new and updated essays added frequently, and is available online for all ISA members. Please watch for upcoming announcements about a new publishing arrangement for the project.

**Professional Resource Center (PRC)**

The Professional Resource Center (PRC) is a dedicated area on our website, available to ISA members only, that hosts content to help with teaching, life in academia, job searches, and more!

Many of our active members and leaders have been hard at work. Here’s just some of the content we have available:

- ISA Job Board
- The ISA Presidents Series
- Syllabus & Simulation Archives
- Articles on Employment, Publishing, Teaching, and the Academy
- ISA Sapphire Series, Video & Audio Streaming
- Video Tutorials & Talks

We add new content regularly - so keep coming back to see what’s new! Of course, the PRC is designed to be a place where members can share their experience and insights with one another. If you have an idea for a post that you think other members would value, please get in touch. Contact us at prc@isanet.org - we’d love to hear from you!

**Discounts!**

And don’t forget - ISA offers discounts to ISA members for the ISA Annual Convention, as well as for region and international conferences, too!
Innovation in Collaboration

Interview Spot

We’re working with a student team to document participants’ experience at ISA 2017 in Baltimore, as well as craft additional resources for the ISA website and the Professional Resource Center. Stop by and say hello, see what we’re up to, and maybe even take a turn in front of the camera. It’s a great opportunity to share your thoughts about the Convention and the Association with the ISA community.

Tips for Being Camera-Ready

Here are a few hints from the pros on how to have a great interview even if you’ve never set foot in front of a camera:

- **Integrate the Question** - repeat the interview question to better help frame the response (and make for great clips!)
- **Don’t Rush** - speak slowly and clearly, giving yourself time to think about your comments
- **Enthusiasm Translates!** - talk with expression and animation (not monotone)
- **Um?** - avoid vocalized pauses such as "um" and "eh"
- **Look at Me** - don’t look at the camera but instead focus on the interviewer
- **Plant your Feet** - too much motion can be distracting, so plant your feet and smile!

DMD Collaboration

As part of a new initiative, ISA Headquarters began an exciting partnership with local University of Connecticut students in the summer of 2015. This Student Agency team (-ATION) is housed within the Digital Media and Design Department at UConn, and provides students with experiential learning and real-world challenges, while offering ISA innovative options for the digital age. We’re delighted with the partnership and are excited with all the multimedia projects that have come out of this team effort, including "Why I Go to ISA", the Presidents Series, "How to Design a Research Poster", the ISA Sapphire Series, and the Interview Shorts. Stay tuned for more!

Our Thanks!

Our thanks to all of those who participated in the student-led interviews and other filming/audio recording programs that took place at ISA 2016 in Atlanta, and who will be participating onsite in Baltimore for ISA 2017.
**The ISA Sapphire Series**

The Sapphire Series highlights key issues in the field and in international affairs. These talks bring together featured scholars and practitioners to discuss current world events, trends in academic research, and new challenges in teaching and learning.

**Join us Friday, February 24th, in Holiday 5, Hilton Baltimore**

### Analyzing Change in World Politics

8:15am – 10:00am

Mlada Bukovansky, Nazli Choucri, Neta Carol Crawford, Kal Holsti, Mary H. Kaldor, Joseph S. Nye Jr., and Shiping Tang

*Moderated by T.V. Paul*

### Reforming Global Governance

10:30am – 12:15pm

Adriana Erthal Abdenur, Michael Barnett, Michael W. Doyle, Miles Kahler, Navnita C. Behera, Louise Fawcett, and Gilbert Khadiagala

*Moderated by J. Andrew Grant*

### Future of Liberal World Order

1:45pm – 3:30pm

Amitav Acharya, Sandra S. Halperin, John Ikenberry, John M. Owen, and Norrin Ripsman

*Moderated by Deborah W. Larson*

Check out the Professional Resource Center for previous Sapphire Series videos and other exciting content!

[http://www.isanet.org/Programs/PRC](http://www.isanet.org/Programs/PRC)
As part of an innovative program to help generate active discussion in the discipline about systemic discrimination in academia, ISA is sponsoring the following ten panels at ISA 2017 as part of the "Challenging Oppression" series.

JOIN US IN BALTIMORE!

These panels will take place in Ruth, Floor One in the Hilton Baltimore. We hope to see you there!

WA30: Welcome to the ISA! Starting the Conversation
The panel will focus on creating an inclusive space, sharing information on ISA policies, programs and sections, and offering opportunities for mentoring and networking.

WB30: Queer/s in the Academy: Challenging "Don’t Ask Don’t Tell"
This session has two main aims: to provide a space for LGBTQIA scholars to share and discuss experiences in the academy, and to allow participants to work collectively to develop guidelines in relation to work in academia.

TA30: Confronting Systems of Power and Privilege in Higher Education at ISA and in the Classroom
This session will revolve around activities designed to involve participants in exercises and discussions that highlight situations of power and privilege endemic in our lives, higher education systems, classrooms and ISA.

TB30: The Academy as a Hostile Work Environment: Challenging the Chilly Climate for Women
This roundtable will include discussions about the chilly climate and how to survive and flourish under such conditions.

TC30: Everyday and Exceptional Discriminations in the Academy: Survival Strategies
This roundtable brings together colleagues from across career levels and geographical regions to explore practical responses to a range of forms of discrimination.

TD30: "The Master’s Tools Will Not Dismantle the Master’s House": How to Cope with Retaliation Co-optation and Resistance to Systemic Change
Participants in this session will reflect on the relevance of Sara Ahmed’s work to the challenges we face at ISA and the profession more generally.

FB30: Speaking Truth to Power: Challenging Toxic Masculinities Faculty Predators And Institutional Betrayal
This roundtable draws primarily on two bodies of literature: feminist scholarship on the relationship between masculinities and violence and research on institutional betrayal.

FC30: Neoliberalization and the Academy; Building Networks of Solidarity/ Resistance
This workshop will provide space to think more deeply about how the neoliberalization of Higher Ed influences our experience(s) in/ of the academy as a hostile environment - and, most importantly, how to collectively resist.

SA30: Sexisms and White Privilege in the International Studies Classroom
This session aims to bring scholar-educators in International Studies into conversation about the operations of racialized, gendered, and sexualised power in our teaching practices, from curriculum design to seminar discussions.

SB30: Plenary Session - Best Practices Recommendations and Strategies to Transform International Studies' Professional Culture(s)
This session will take stock of the special panel series - challenges identified, (preliminary) lessons learned and suggestions for the future - as we work to transform International Studies’ professional culture(s).

CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION AT ISA 2018

This is only the start of the conversation... stay tuned for more information about the Series at the ISA 2018 59th Annual Convention in San Francisco!
INNOVATIVE PANELS

Innovative Panels provide scholars with the ability to move beyond the traditional panel format - often involving the use of new technologies to broadcast to a greater audience or engage participants from distant locales. The following are this year’s ISA Innovative Panels:

- WC01: FTGS Town Hall
- TA04: The Syrian Civil War and the Spread of Terror: Simulation Plan and Practice 1/2
- TB04: The Syrian Civil War and the Spread of Terror: Simulation Assessment and Research 2/2
- TC04: Online Media Caucus - Live Tweets for (Political) Science
- TD04: ISA’s Got Talent: Sing Your Paper Away!
- FA04: Case Studies: Cases for Forgiveness, Change and Social Justice
- FB04: Scholar-Activists as Change-Makers: A town hall meeting on using research for justice

Interested in holding an Innovative Panel at ISA 2018?
The deadline for Innovative Panel proposals for the ISA 2018 Annual Convention is May 15, 2017.

WORKING GROUPS

Working Groups meet both before and during the conference and provide a forum for scholars to have in-depth discussions on substantive areas that extend across the complex boundaries of International Studies. Participation is by application. The following are this year’s ISA Working Groups:

- PWG01: Accelerating Change in Global Governance: Enhancing the Participation of Excluded and Marginalized Voices Through Information and Communication Technology
  Sponsored by the International Communication, Active Learning in International Affairs, Global Development, Human Rights, and International Organization Sections
- PWG02: South Asia in World Politics
  Sponsored by the South Asia in World Politics Section
- PWG03: The Global Rise of Populism
  Sponsored by the International Political Sociology Section

Interested in putting together a Working Group at ISA 2018?
The deadline for Working Group proposals for the ISA 2018 Annual Convention is June 15, 2017.

CAREER COURSES

Career Courses are half-day courses that offer participants an in-depth instruction on advanced topics such as methodology, teaching strategies, software, and more. Participation is by pre-registration only. The following are this year’s ISA Career Courses:

- CCW01: How to Successfully Use Participatory Methods in Formal Education
  Instructor: Kathryn Mangino
- CCW02: Case Writing and Case Teaching in International Relations
  Instructor: Volker Franke
- CCW03: Intelligence Analysis as Discovery of Evidence, Hypotheses, and Arguments: Connecting the Dots
  Instructors: Gheorghe Tecuci, Mihai Boicu, and Dorin Marcu

Interested in teaching a Career Course at ISA 2018?
The deadline for Career Course proposals for the ISA 2018 Annual Convention is June 1, 2017.
Early Career Scholar Opportunities

With thousands of scholars, practitioners and students attending our Annual Convention, it’s easy to miss out on opportunities to network and engage with colleagues. ISA is dedicated to helping early career scholars successfully maneuver within the discipline and so we’ve compiled a list of a few panels and events that we think you’ll really enjoy. Also, see the “Looking Ahead” section for other ways to increase your engagement at ISA 2018!

Engage with ISA

Early Career Scholar Lounge
Wednesday, February 22 - Saturday, February 25, 7:30 am - 6:00 pm (until 5pm on the 25th)
Ravens, Marriott Inner Harbor
This lounge is a drop-in space for early career scholars to prep, recharge and meet peers.

Early Career Scholar Town Hall (WD38)
Wednesday, February 22, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Stadium 1, Marriott Inner Harbor
In an effort to improve the support available to early career scholars, ISA is hosting this session so that early career scholars can discuss the needs and challenges faced at the beginning stages of their career.

Early Career Scholar Reception
Thursday, February 23, 8:15 pm - 10:00 pm
Holiday 3, Hilton Baltimore
Join fellow early career scholars for some socializing and refreshments!

Highlights in Professional Development

Networking
WD71: Integrating Teaching and Research: Strategies toward Becoming a Whole Professor
FC39: Crossing the Boundaries of Academia: Working in or with the Policy Community
SB30: Best Practices, Recommendations, and Strategies to Transform International Studies’ Professional Culture(s)

Publishing
WC39: Making an Impact: How to Create and Communicate Policy-relevant Research
FB39: Ask the Editors: A Roundtable on Book Publishing for First-Time Authors
SC06: The Politics of Peer Review and the Future of IR Scholarship

Teaching
WA12: Pedagogy for Transformative Learning and Global Engagement
FB11: Changing World Politics, Changing Approaches to Education: The Rise of Simulation Teaching in Int’l Studies
FB58: Dance, Film, Aesthetics and Humor: Engaging the Humanities for Innovative Pedagogy in Int’l Studies
SD59: Skill Building in Int’l Studies Courses: Critical Thinking, Communication, and Intercultural Competencies

Looking Ahead

The Junior Scholar Symposia (JSS) is designed to provide early career scholars the opportunity to present and discuss their research in an environment focused on professional development and networking. Proposals should be submitted through the main submission system and marked for JSS consideration. Submit a JSS paper for the 2018 ISA Annual Convention by June 1, 2017!

The Pay It Forward program is sponsored by ISA’s Committee on the Status of Women, where mid- to senior career mentors facilitate activities that address the processes of getting a job, publication, tenure, promotion, work-life balance, and navigating a gendered field. The application process is open to all graduate students and junior faculty. Check http://www.isanet.org/Conferences/Special-Convention-Programs/Pay-it-forward for more information as it becomes available.
Upcoming ISA Conferences

Upcoming ISA 2018 Convention

Power of Rules and Rule of Power

April 4 – 7, 2018 Hilton San Francisco | San Francisco, California, USA

isa2018@isanet.org

2018 Program Chairs
Faten Ghosn | University of Arizona
Ismene Gizelis | University of Essex

2018 ISA President
Brett Ashley Leeds | Rice University

-Please see the inside back cover for the ISA 2018 Call for Papers-

Upcoming Annual Convention Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISA 2019</th>
<th>ISA 2020</th>
<th>ISA 2021</th>
<th>ISA 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 26th – 29th, 2019</td>
<td>March 25th – 28th, 2020</td>
<td>April 7th – 10th, 2021</td>
<td>March 30th – April 2nd, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheraton Toronto</td>
<td>Hilton Hawaii Village</td>
<td>Rio Hotel &amp; Casino</td>
<td>Gaylord Opryland Resort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Toronto, Ontario, CANADA | Honolulu, Hawaii, USA | Las Vegas, Nevada, USA | Nashville, Tennessee, USA

Upcoming ISA Group Conferences

We are very excited about our upcoming international conference:

ISA International Conference 2017, Hong Kong

Theme - The Pacific Century?

June 15th – 18th, 2017 | Hong Kong University | Hong Kong, CHINA

in collaboration with and hosted by the Faculty of Social Sciences and Department of Politics and Public Administration, Hong Kong University

In addition, ISA’s sections and regions put on conferences throughout the year. These conferences provide opportunities to network and share research in a smaller setting within the ISA community.

ISA-Canada
May/June, 2017
Ryerson University
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA

ISA-Canada
May/June, 2017
Ryerson University
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA

ISA-CISS
June 28th – 30th, 2017
University of Bologna
Bologna, ITALY

ISA-CISS
June 28th – 30th, 2017
University of Bologna
Bologna, ITALY

ISA-GSCIS
July 6th – 8th, 2017
University of Havana
Havana, CUBA

ISA-GSCIS
July 6th – 8th, 2017
University of Havana
Havana, CUBA

ISA-West
September 22nd – 23rd, 2017
Westin Pasadena
Pasadena, California, USA

ISA-West
September 22nd – 23rd, 2017
Westin Pasadena
Pasadena, California, USA

ISA-Northeast
November 3rd – 4th, 2017
Hilton Providence
Province, Rhode Island, USA

ISA-Northeast
November 3rd – 4th, 2017
Hilton Providence
Province, Rhode Island, USA

ISA-Midwest
November 17th – 18th, 2017
Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark
St. Louis, Missouri, USA

ISA-Midwest
November 17th – 18th, 2017
Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark
St. Louis, Missouri, USA

ISA-ISSS/ISAC
Fall 2017
American University
Washington D.C., USA

ISA-ISSS/ISAC
Fall 2017
American University
Washington D.C., USA

ISA-South
Fall 2017
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida, USA

ISA-South
Fall 2017
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida, USA

Additional details regarding these meetings will be posted online as they become available (www.isanet.org/Conferences/Upcoming).
Workshop Grant Program

Research and Workshop Grants are a benefit of ISA membership. ISA’s Research and Workshop Grant Program was created in 1992 to encourage collaborative research in all subfields of International Studies.

Our grants offer an excellent opportunity to foster collaboration among scholars from different parts of the global International Studies community. Grant recipients have individually or collaboratively published journal articles, books, book chapters and conference papers.

Connecting Scholars

Workshops are a great opportunity to advance projects, and work collaboratively with scholars from various regions, backgrounds and ranks. ISA offers 2 types of research workshop grants:

Venture Research Grants
Provide support to innovative and pioneering research. These grants allow for the pursuit of potentially transformative research areas, or to engage in preliminary work on untested or novel areas of research. Venture research grants are worth up to $25,000.

Catalytic Research Grants
Provide support to projects that apply new expertise or new approaches to established research topics, and as a result, are likely to catalyze rapid and innovative advances in that area. Catalytic research grants are worth up to $10,000.

Application & Award Process

- Call for proposals will be sent out in April 2017.
- Grant Proposals are due July 29, 2017 to the Committee Chair.
- Research and Workshop Committee members evaluate each proposal along lines of intellectual merit, participant qualifications, expected output, and budgetary considerations.
- Recipients are notified in mid-Fall 2017.
- All workshop organizers and participants must be members of ISA within two weeks of grant award date.
- Workshops may be held in conjunction with the ISA Annual Convention or at an alternate time or location.
- Any grant funds will be distributed by reimbursement after the event, subject to received receipts and committee-approved expenditure limits.

www.isanet.org/Programs/Grants/Workshop-Grants
Check out our website in April of 2017 for updated application guidelines and additional information.
GOVERNING COUNCIL
Region Presidents & Section/Caucus Chairs are also members of the Governing Council and listed on the next page.

PRESIDENT*
T.V. Paul | McGill Univ.

PAST PRESIDENT*
Paul F. Diehl | Univ. of Texas, Dallas

PRESIDENT ELECT*
Brett Ashley Leeds | Rice Univ.

TREASURER*
T. Clifton Morgan | Rice Univ.

VICE PRESIDENTS*
Kumiko Haba | Aoyama Gakuin Univ., Harvard Univ.
Kelly M. Kadera | Univ. of Iowa
Layna Mosley | Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

MEMBERS AT LARGE*
Markus Kornprobst | Vienna School of Intl. Studies
Annette Freyberg-Inan | Univ. of Amsterdam
Susan M. Park | Univ. of Sydney
Brian Michael Pollins | The Ohio State Univ.

VICE PRESIDENTS ELECT
Audie Klotz | Syracuse Univ.
Jennifer Sterling-Folker | Univ. of Connecticut
Rorden Wilkinson | Univ. of Sussex

PROGRAM CHAIR, 2017**
J. Andrew Grant | Queen’s Univ.

PUBLICATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Brian Michael Pollins | The Ohio State Univ.

UN-NGO REPRESENTATIVE
Melissa T. Labonte | Fordham Univ.

GOVERNING COUNCIL MEMBERS AT LARGE
Mely C. Anthony | Nanyang Technological Univ.
David Hornsby | Univ. of the Witwatersrand
Markus Kornprobst | Vienna School of Intl. Studies
Omar McDoom | London School of Economics
Belgin San Akca | Koç Univ.
Ann E. Towns | Gothenburg Univ.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 2015-2020*
Mark A. Boyer | Univ. of Connecticut

* Executive Committee members
** Executive Committee ex-officio members

PAST EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Thomas J. Volgy
W. Ladd Hollist
William A. Welsh
James A. Kuhlman

PAST ISA PRESIDENTS (2016-1959)
Paul F. Diehl
Amitav Acharya
Harvey Starr
Etel Solingen
Beth A. Simmons
David Lake
Thomas G. Weiss
Nils Petter Gleditsch
Jack S. Levy
J. Ann Tickner
William Thompson
Jacek Kugler
Steve Smith
John A. Vasquez
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita
Craig Murphy
Michael Brecher
Margaret G. Hermann
James A. Caporaso
Davis Bobrow
Susan Strange
Ted R. Gurr
Charles Kegley, Jr.
Hayward R. Alker, Jr.
Maurice East
Helga Haftendorn
Charles F. Hermann
Robert Keohane

PAST ISA PRESIDENTS (1958-2015)
Harold Guetzkow
Kal J. Holsti
J. David Singer
James N. Rosenau
Bruce Russett
Carl Beck
Harold K. Jacobson
Henry Teune
Dina Zinnes
Ole K. Holst
Chadwick F. Alger
Herbert Kelman
Vincent Davis
Richard Rosecrance
Kenneth Boulding
Alexander George
William T. R. Fox
Richard C. Snyder
Robert North
William Olson
F. Field Haviland, Jr.
Vernon Van Dyke
John Grange
Ross Berkes
Fred Sondermann
Wesley Posvar

EDITORS
FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS
Cameron G. Thies | Arizona State Univ.

INTERNATIONAL INTERACTIONS
Michael P. Colaresi | Michigan State Univ.
Gerald Schneider | Univ. of Konstanz

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
Joao F. Nogueira | Pontificial Catholic Univ. of Rio de Janeiro (outgoing)
Jef Huysmans | Queen Mary Univ. of London (outgoing)
Debbie Lisle | Queen’s Univ. of Belfast (incoming)

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PERSPECTIVES
Laura Neack | Miami Univ.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES QUARTERLY
Daniel Nexon | Georgetown Univ.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES REVIEW
Kelly M. Kadera | Univ. of Iowa
Laura Sjoberg | Univ. of Florida

ISA COMPILED
Renee E. Marlin-Bennett | Johns Hopkins Univ.

JOURNAL OF GLOBAL SECURITY STUDIES
Deborah Avant | Univ. of Denver
ISA GROUPS: REGIONS-SECTIONS-CAUCUSES

SECTIONS
See the current Section Chair(s) listed below their Section.

ACTIVE LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Marcelo M. Valença | Rio de Janeiro State Univ.

COMPARATIVE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
George J. Andreopoulos | City Univ. of New York

DIPLOMATIC STUDIES
Brian Rathbun | Univ. of Southern California

ENGLISH SCHOOL
Yannis Stivachtis | Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Susan M. Park | Univ. of Sydney

ETHNICITY, NATIONALISM & MIGRATION STUDIES
Nukhet A. Sandal | Ohio Univ.

FEMINIST THEORY & GENDER STUDIES
Megan H. MacKenzie | Univ. of Sydney

FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS
Dursun Peksen | Univ. of Memphis

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
Matt Davies | Newcastle Univ.

GLOBAL HEALTH
Jeremy Youde | Australian National Univ.

HISTORICAL INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Halvard Leira | NUPI

HUMAN RIGHTS
Daniel J. Whelan | Hendrix College

INTELLIGENCE STUDIES
Stephen Marrin | James Madison Univ.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Craig Hayden | American Univ.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Emek M. Ucarer | Bucknell Univ.

INTERNATIONAL ETHICS
Amy E. Eckert | Metropolitan State Univ. of Denver

INTERNATIONAL LAW
Krista E. Wiegand | Univ. of Tennessee

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Alyna Lyon | Univ. of New Hampshire

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY
André Broome | Univ. of Warwick

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
Dirk Nabers | Univ. of Kiel

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES
James H. Lebovic | George Washington Univ.

PEACE STUDIES
Gearoid M. Millar | Univ. of Aberdeen

POLITICAL DEMOGRAPHY & GEOGRAPHY
Patrick James | Univ. of Southern California

POST-COMMUNIST SYSTEMS IN INTL RELATIONS
Stanislav L. Tkachenko | Saint Petersburg State Univ.

RELIGION AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Nukhet A. Sandal | Ohio Univ.

SCIENCE, TECH AND ART IN INTL RELATIONS
Michele Acuto | Univ. College London
Maximilian Mayer | Tongji Univ.

SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF INTL PROCESSES
Michelle Benson | Univ. at Buffalo, SUNY

SOUTH ASIA IN WORLD POLITICS
Navnita C. Behera | Delhi Univ.
Sumit Ganguly | Indiana Univ.

THEORY
Annette Freyberg-Inan | Univ. of Amsterdam
Daniel J. Levine | Univ. of Alabama

CAUCUSES
See the current Caucus Chair listed below their Caucus.

GLOBAL SOUTH CAUCUS
Nanette Archer Svenson | Tulane Univ.

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, QUEER & ALLIES CAUCUS
Cai Wilkinson | Deakin Univ.

ONLINE MEDIA CAUCUS
Amanda Murdie | Univ. of Georgia

WOMEN’S CAUCUS
Galia Golan | Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem

REGIONS
See the current Region President listed below their Region.

ASIA-PACIFIC
Giorgio Shani | International Christian Univ.

CANADA
Colleen Bell | Univ. of Saskatchewan

MIDWEST
Stephen Quackenbush | Univ. of Missouri

NORTHEAST
Daniel J. Levine | Univ. of Alabama

SOUTH
Aart A. Holtslag | Shepherd Univ.

WEST
Amy Below | Oregon State Univ.
2017 SECTION/CAUCUS PROGRAM CHAIRS

ACTIVE LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Mary Jane C. Parmentier | Arizona State Univ.

COMPARATIVE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Andrei V. Korobkov | Middle Tennessee State Univ.

DIPLOMATIC STUDIES
Jeremie Cornut | Simon Fraser Univ.
Robert Frederic Trager | Univ. of California, Los Angeles
Marcus Holmes | The College of William and Mary

ENGLISH SCHOOL
Cornelia B. Navari | Univ. of Buckingham

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Fariborz Zelli | Lund Univ.

ETHNICITY, NATLISM & MIGRATION STUDIES
Daniel Naujoks | Columbia Univ.
Ozgur Ozdamar | Bilkent Univ.

FEMINIST THEORY & GENDER STUDIES
Laura J. Shepherd | Univ. of New South Wales

FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS
Brian Lai | Univ. of Iowa

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
Matt Davies | Newcastle Univ.

GLOBAL HEALTH
Owain D. Williams | Univ. of Queensland

GLOBAL SOUTH CAUCUS
Imad Mansour | Qatar Univ.
Manette Archer Svenson | Tulane Univ.

HISTORICAL INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Benjamin De Carvalho | NUPI

HUMAN RIGHTS
Clair Apodaca | Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Courtney Hillebrecht | Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln

INTELLIGENCE STUDIES
Stephen Marrin | James Madison Univ.
Julian J. Richards | Univ. of Buckingham
Damien Van Puyvelde | Univ. of Texas, El Paso

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Amelia H.Arsenault | Georgia State Univ.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Laura Brunell | Gonzaga Univ.

INTERNATIONAL ETHICS
Amy E. Eckert | Metropolitan State Univ. of Denver

INTERNATIONAL LAW
Jennifer Davis | National Intelligence Univ.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Robert Kissack | Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY
Kathryn C. Lavelle | Case Western Reserve Univ.

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
David M. McCourt | Univ. of California, Davis

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES
Charles Eugene Gholz | Univ. of Texas

JUNIOR SCHOLAR SYMPOSIAS
Jason Enia | Sam Houston State Univ.
Andrea K. Gerlak | University of Arizona
Natalie Florea Hudson | Univ. of Dayton
Lembe Tiky | International Studies Association

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, QUEER & ALLIES CAUCUS
Cai Wilkinson | Deakin Univ.

ONLINE MEDIA CAUCUS
Amanda Murdie | Univ. of Georgia

PEACE STUDIES
Esra Cuhadar | Bilkent Univ.
Alpaslan Ozerdem | Coventry Univ.

POLITICAL DEMOGRAPHY & GEOGRAPHY
Jennifer Scuibba | Rhodes College

POST COMMUNIST SYSTEMS IN INTL RELATIONS
Mikhail A. Molchanov | St. Thomas Univ.

RELIGION AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Lawrence Rubin | Georgia Institute of Technology

SCIENCE, TECH AND ART IN INTL RELATIONS
Madeline M. Carr | Cardiff Univ.
David Hornsby | Univ. of the Witwatersrand

SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF INTL PROCESSES
Carla Martinez Machain | Kansas State Univ.

SOUTH ASIA IN WORLD POLITICS
Surupa Gupta | Univ. of Mary Washington
Rani D. Mullen | College of William & Mary

THEORY
Alexander D. Barder | Florida International Univ.

WOMEN’S CAUCUS
Annick T. R. Wibben | Univ. of San Francisco

58TH ISA PROGRAM OFFICE

ISA PRESIDENT
T.V. Paul | McGill University

PROGRAM CHAIR (isa2017@isanet.org)
J. Andrew Grant | Queen’s University

PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
Raynold Wonder Alorse & Sara Greco | Queen’s University
The James. N. Rosenau Post-Doctoral Fellowship is open to scholars in the social sciences and humanities who have received their Ph.D. within the past two years. The non-resident fellowship is granted for a duration of 12 months, and the fellow will spend 3/4 time pursuing their own research and 1/4 time conducting research on behalf of ISA.

2016-2017 Fellowship Recipient: Peter Dixon
Peter Dixon holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California, Berkeley, and his research addresses the politics of transitional justice and peacebuilding and is currently focused on reparations for victims in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Colombia. Dr. Dixon is collaborating with ISA HQ on a number of projects, including journal support and internal policy review.

2017-2018 Fellowship
The recipient of the 2017-2018 Rosenau Post-Doctoral Fellowship will be announced at the 2017 Governing Council meeting in Baltimore. Applications for the 2018-2019 fellowship will open in Fall 2017.
ISA offers awards to recognize outstanding scholarly contributions to the field of international studies. They recognize outstanding papers, books, achievement, and service. These awards each have different committees, nominating procedures and submission deadlines. Please note, ISA Awards are given based on merit and are not necessarily awarded annually.

**Achievement Awards**

Deborah Gerner Innovative Teaching in International Studies Award* - Amanda M. Rosen
Deborah Gerner Professional Development Grant - Nora Fisher Onar
ENMISA Distinguished Scholar Award - Brendan O’Leary and John McGarry
FPA Distinguished Scholar Award - Marijke Breuning
HR Distinguished Scholar Award - Reza Afshari
IPE Distinguished Scholar Award - Helen V. Milner
IPE Outstanding Scholar Activist Award - Medea Benjamin
ISS Distinguished Scholar Award - Richard Aldrich
ISSS Distinguished Scholar Award - Barry R. Posen
ISSS Emerging Scholar Award - Kathleen Gallagher Cunningham
ISA Midwest Excellence in Teaching and Mentoring Award - A. Cooper Drury
J. Ann Tickner Award* - Martha Finnemore
James N. Rosenau Achievement Award* - Iver Neumann
Karl Deutsch Award* - Michael Horowitz
LGBTQA Courage Award - Tyler Ville
LGBTQA Scholar Award - Cynthia Weber
Ole R. Holsti Distinguished Scholar Award - Patrick James
PEACE Distinguished Scholar Award - Ronald Fisher, Eileen F. Babbitt and George A. Lopez
Quincy Wright Award - Marijke Breuning
REL Distinguished Scholar Award - Jeremy Menshick and Petr Kratochvil
Susan Strange Award* - Scott Sagan

**Book Awards**

ENMISA Distinguished Book Award - Stuart J. Kaufman
Francesco Guicciardini Prize in HIST - Barry Buzan and George Lawson & Andrew Phillips and Jason C. Sherman
FTGS Book Award - Jemima Repo and Lauren Wilcox
GHS Book Prize - Catherine Yuk-Ping Lo
Harold & Margaret Sprout Award - Thomas Princen, Jack P. Manno and Pamela L. Martin
HR Book Award - Steven L. B. Jensen
ICOMM Best Book - Shawn M. Powers and Michael Jablonski
ILAW Book Award - Barbara Koremenos and Thomas Weatherall
IPE Best Book Award - Lauje N. Skovgaard Poulsen (Hon. Mention: Alison Johnston)
IPS Book Award - Alex Anievas and Kerem Nisancioglu
ISSS Book Award - Stuart Kaufman and Caitlin Talmadge
ISA Annual Best Book Award* - Dale C. Copeland
REL Distinguished Book Award - Jeremy Menshick and Petr Kratochvil
THEORY Book Award - Patricia Owens
Yale Ferguson Award - Ayten Gundogdu

**Service Awards**

FTGS Early Career Award for Community Engagement - Melanie Richter-Montpetit (Hon. Mention: Zoe Marks)
Ladd Hollist Service Award* - Annick Wibben
Susan Northcutt Award - Marijke Breuning
SWIPE Mentor Award - Vivien A. Schmidt

Thanks go to the Award Committees and Chairs for all their efforts in ensuring that these worthy recipients are acknowledged for their contributions to the field of international studies. If you have any questions, comments or concerns regarding ISA Awards, please contact Giulianna Franchetti at gfranchetti@isanet.org.
PAPER AWARDS

A. LeRoy Bennett Award - Giovanni Mantilla
Alexander George Award - Jin Mun Jeong
Carl Beck Award* - Rebecca Tapscott
ENMISA Outstanding Paper Award - Jeffrey D. Pugh
ESS Graduate Student Paper Award - Scott Hamilton
Frances V. Harbour Graduate Student Paper Award - Tiffany Williams
Frank J. Klingberg Award for Best Faculty Paper - Douglas M. Gibler and Mark David Nieman
Frederick Hartmann Award - Alena Drieschova and Eric Van Rythoven
FTGS Graduate Student Paper Award - Caroline Cottet
HR Best Faculty Paper Award - Stefan Borg
Lawrence S. Finkelstein Award - Jonathan A. Chu
ISS Best Student Paper Award - Daniela Richterova
ISSS Best Security Article Award - Aisha Ahmad
ISA West Graduate Paper Award - Joey Huddleston and Jiun Bang
ISA West Undergraduate Paper Award - Erin Mundy
Jim Winkates Graduate Student Paper Award - Frank Fan (Runners Up: Christopher M. Faulkner, Dung Vu Tien & Graham Scott)
Kenneth Boulding Award - Stephen B. Wittels
Lynne Rienner Award for Best Graduate Student Paper - Steven C. Mutz
Margaret Hermann Award - Adriana Boersner-Herrera
Martin O. Heisler Award - Sharon M. Quinsaat and Gerasimos Tsourapas
Patricia Weitsman Award for ISSS Outstanding Graduate Paper - Mark Toukan
REL Best Graduate Student Paper Award - Matthew Isaacs
Stephen C. Poe Best Graduate Student Paper - Nicole De Silva
THEORY Best Pre-PhD Paper Award - Gitte du Plessis
THEORY Best Post-PhD Paper Award - Louise Wise
THEORY Edited Volume, Special Issue or Symposium Award - Mark Salter
WCIS Best Graduate Student Paper Award - Yuna Han

*Denotes awards that are administered by ISA Award Committees. (The rest of the awards are administered by ISA Regions, Sections and/or Caucuses.)